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UK Children’s 
Magazine Publishing

● UK’s second largest publishing market - 17% share

● Highly dependent on supermarket retail channels

● Biggest titles are licensed editions: Lego, Peppa Pig, 
PG Masks and so on.

● Covermounts are paramount in driving sales and 
high cover prices

● Age is important to this category, and focus is on the 
sub 9 age audience. 

● Relatively traditional and well-executed approach to 
products and distribution.



Children are often categorised 
as simple consumers

● They  like digital things

● They don’t really like reading about 

complicated things

● They are attracted to covermounts

● Their magazines are treats

● They like TV and film characters

● Children aren’t interested in the news



● LITERACY FOCUS 
Children’s book publishing growth

● ISSUE AWARENESS
Climate change, human rights

● PARENTAL ATTITUDES AND APPROACHES
Whole child nurturing

● AUTHENTICITY AND RELEVANCE
Shift to strong moral values

New consumer forces at play for children



A new type of reader:

● They have been born into a digital world and they know how to use 

it – they are active users rather than passive consumers. 

● They have unparalleled access to information – their biggest 
challenge is learning how to filter it to find information they can 

trust – critical thinking is a tool this generation can’t afford to be 
without.

● They are hyper-connected and globally aware – they value 
connectivity. 

● Qualities such as  empathy, inclusivity and a strong sense of 
fairness and justice define Gen Alpha’s approach to life - the 

internet and social media allow them to amplify their concerns. 

● Important to remember that though digital media has a huge 
influence – the influence of family, friends and peers is no less 

important. 

Generation Alpha



Younger 
pupils

Emergence of a new market opportunity

Transition/
younger 

teens
Older
teens

BLUEPRINT



● Clarity, brevity, intelligence

● Explains the world through 
mixture of aggregated 
opinion and fact

● Interest in global news, 
multiple viewpoints indicate 

an open consumer mindset

● Format is important in 
product usage: complete, 
single use, directive

Adapting The Week’s editorial 
approach to a younger audience

The Week brand positioning

● Making the complicated 

simple and easy to 
understand

● Providing a wide panorama of 
information and subject area

● Accuracy, trust and honesty

● Digestible, fun and alive

● Direct reader relationship

Brand values for The Week Junior



readers

The Week
Brand and 
customers

Parents
Gatekeepers

Education
Endorsement 

and access

Children
The readers

Three distinct influences 
enable connection with readers



● Launched November 2015

● Extensive design and product testing
● Agile editorial process



An exciting read every week
The Week Junior arrives in the mailbox packed with articles, 
photos, puzzles and activities. It covers current events, 
science, technology, animals, sports, entertainment and more. 

Making the complicated easy to understand
The world is an amazing place, but it can also be confusing. 
The Week Junior explains the facts in a straightforward way 
and leaves out the opinion so kids can cultivate something 
crucial—their own point of view.

Sparking children’s love of reading
Every page is designed to capture and hold children’s 
attention—to get them reading and foster a passion for 
learning that will stay with them all their lives.

An editorial 
proposition



Designed to reflect children’s 
passions and interests

Regular sections:

News
The big debate

People
Animals and the environment

Science and technology
Photos of the week

Sport 
Book club

Arts and entertainment
On screen

Do something / How to
Puzzles 

That’s unbelievable
Quiz of the week

Content and approach 
hold huge appeal to 8- to 
14-year-olds

Well-researched 
and unbiased 
information. 
Accessible but 
thorough.

For and against 
arguments 
presented 

Encourages 
independent 
thinking



INSPIRING READING 
FOR INSPIRED MINDS

Helping children make sense of the world



Embracing social media, 
events and feedback



Embracing social media, 
events and feedback



● Britain’s Fastest Growing Magazine
● Britain’s Largest Selling Children’s Magazine - ABC 70,115

A simple business model: readers

3,000
schools are 
subscribers

New 
milestone:

70,000 weekly 
subscribers in 

November 
2019



THE MARKETING FUNNEL

Awareness Engagement
Conversion

ONBOARDING
● Focus on reader-get-reader
● Recommendation
● Gift offer
● Email generation
● In-magazine offers

DIGITAL
● Build social media following at speed
● Microsite as key entry point to brand
● Terrific UX with mobile first 

conversion focus
● Organic/PPC/Social working in 

tandem, to convert as brand 
awareness increases

TESTING AND AGILITY
● Test budget to identify quick wins and 

roll-out potential - direct mail, affiliates, 
mommy bloggers, paid influencers

CROSS-SELL
● Focus on existing customers with 

high propensity to be donors

COMMS
● Build brand awareness across key 

audience segments to drive search 
and social reach

● Use existing The Week audience as 
ambassadors

● Awareness feeds the funnel for 
digital conversion

SCHOOLS
● Using existing schools relationships 

and trust to  access parents
● Build schools business model
● Experiential engagement



KEY MARKETING THEMES: Creative ideas
Reading - prime theme for marketing

Family discovery - important emotional connection

Imagination - secondary Critical thinking

18



A digital acquisition model
Customers are identified and nurtured in social media



The Week Junior 
Science + Nature

● Monthly standalone 
magazine

● Launched summer 2018

● 15,000 circulation

The Week Junior Show

● Weekly Podcast

● 7,500 weekly listens

● Launched September 
2019

The Week Junior Quizzler

● Bimonthly puzzle, quizzes 
and game magazine

● 10,00 copy sale

● Launched May 2019

Expanding the brand



Announcing our 
next chapter

3rd December 2020



Working with schools


